# Supporting Exercises

## Week 18

**DATE:** December 17 to December 19, 2018

### MONDAY

Today students take home: Everyday Spelling, classwork notebook, and English Dictionary.

### TUESDAY


### WEDNESDAY

Today students take home: Write Right and Listening Planner Books and Conversation Notebook.
Dear student and parent

So far, we have read from Reading Oceans:

- Reduce, Reuse, And Recycle.
- Rockets to Space
- Jackie Robinson
- The Trial of Jack Bean

To encourage students to read during vacation time, we are asking for the following readings to be completed by **JANUARY 11, 2019**.

- Bear Heart and the Buffalo
- The Amazing Galapagos Islands

Please make sure all activities have been completed by this date. We’ll work on some activities in the classroom in January.

Merry Christmas and a Happy 2019 for all of you!